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In this issue:

In the Pits & Herman’s Black Widow
Herman Burton brought a beautiful P-61 and
Larry Bailey brought a wonderful helicopter.
The presentation of both was informative
and entertaining. One of the more interesting effects was all the plants Larry
brought in to enhance the presentation.

In The Pits

By Michael Laible, President
Well another month has gone by. Spring is right
around the corner and maybe calmer winds. I
hope everyone is doing fine.
Once again the March meeting was a great
success with two model of the month entries.

OK, I must come clean, Larry didn’t bring
in the plants.
In addition to the fine models, the membership voted to form a membership committee and to hold a fun fly in late May. We
decided to make this a more family friendly event
and will expand the security list accordingly.
You just need to let me know a week in
advance (middle May). Look for more details
in the May issue.

Next Meeting
April 9, 2009,
Clear Lake Park Building – 7:00 PM

The membership committee responsibilities will be drafted by Herman
Burton with inputs from several other members. Also be looking for
more information in the next issue.

Well, that’s all I have for this month. See ya at the field and hopefully at
the April meeting.

The Dirty Birdy is complete and has flown several times. I’m still working out the bugs and have been slowly moving the CG forward. So for
everything is great. It has accomplished the mission I wanted – easy assembly at the field – low maintenace – and great flight characteristics.

See ya at the field.
Mike

It was fun covering the model in monokote and the pics below show the
final result. Once I got used to it and remembered to use Windex and
low heat, I got the trim on with zero bubbles. I sealed all the trim with
monokote sealer and finger nail polish (use the old good stinky stuff).
The first pic is the top view.
The bottom right pic is the bottom view with my trusty building partner.
I believe she thinks the color scheme is one of her siblings.
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Advanced Scale Models
is the name of the U.S.
distributor for the P-61
ARF shown left. I received the model as a
vChristmas present from
Mrs. Claus, and it came
in a big, heavy cardbox
box. All the pieces had
the usual bubble wrap
plus protective covering for transport across
the Pacific, and everything was in perfect condition when I took the
pieces out of the container. There were only eight main pieces: the
two external booms, two wing tips, the horizontal stabilizer, the wing
center section, the main fuselage, and the center fuselage filler piece.
Adding in the accessories of the cowls, spinners, aluminum wing
joiner tubes, the control surfaces, plus the landing gear door halves
and everything you needed to complete the construction was there.
Generally speaking, the plane is not a beginner’s model. It is rela-

tively simple to assemble, but several deficiencies required attention.
The firewall had no structural support behind it except for the thin
ABS plastic shape of the boom. I decided to add longitudinal stringers to the firewall to connect it to the first plywood bulkhead, plus
several balsa filler blocks to reinforce the firewall additionally. The
second place that was terribly deficient was the landing gear rails. I
beefed them up quite a bit to take a heavier pounding without breaking.
The CA-type hinges for the flaps, elevator and ailerons were totally
useless, and would have resulted in a catastrophic failure had they been
used. I threw them away, and used some Dubro CA hinge material I had
left over from previous construction projects.
Except for these three items, the plane went together well, the pieces fit
perfectly, and the finished plane was a joy to build. I used the landing
gear doors provided, and installed them with Robart hinge points, even
though I used the included fixed landing gear. Air retracts were available as an expensive extra ($400), which I decided to forgo.
I decided to use OS alpha series 81 four stroke engines, with an
1100 mah battery system. There were quite a few long electrical
extensions to power the rudder and elevator servos, so I chose to use

a six volt battery system to help compensate for the voltage drop across
small diameter wires that are quite long. Except for a Hitec mini servo in
the horizontal stabilizer to actuate the elevator, all the servos were heavy
duty Futaba servos. A Futaba 7-channel receiver completes the electronics.
The engines have just completed their break in period, and taxi tests are
scheduled for the near future. I am looking forward to flying this twin
engine war bird, and I think it will be a hoot to fly. The following photo
shows the completed airplane.

Model of the Month
See what your
missing!! I hope
I see at the next
meeting.
Herman Burton

MOM winner is Herman with
his P-61.

Larry Bailey
With his helicopter

Meeting Pictures

Photos by Taswall Crowson
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Articles and Want Ads may be submitted to the Editor, Randy Collier at 12323 Ramla Place Trail, Houston TX 77089 in
hard copy or via e-mail (preferred) to randy_collier@sbcglobal.net Please have your submission in two week prior to the
next meeting.
To get the newsletter via e-mail go to http://www.jscrcc.com/ and click on the “Subscribe to Newsletter”. Once you have
subscribed you will automatically receive the newsletter each month. If you have any questions concerning the web site,
e-mail Randy Collier at webmaster@jscrcc.com or Mike Laible at mrlaible@sbcglobal.net
Club Homepage: http://www.jscrcc.com
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